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COMBAT FEATURES

Critical Hits

If a Character gets a result of 10 on its Attack roll, it receives a Critical
Hit. Critical Hits are masterful attacks, that cut through the rival’s defenses
and hit it’s weak spots. So, whenever a player achieves a critical hit, the attack
is automatically successful, however high the enemy’s defense. Even in those
cases when, thanks to Dodge, the enemy unit’s Defense is higher to the
attacker’s Attack, Level of Success is considered to be 0. A critical hit always
causes damage. Even if the Defender’s Armor would nullify it completely, the
Character that has received the Critical Hit will lose at least one life point.
Some attacks give a Character Special Abilities when a Critical Hit
is obtained. If this is the case, its Effects appear in the ability or power’s
description.

Throw

If an Attack causes Throw, that means it not only causes conventional
Damage, but the target is pushed away by the hit as many Inches as LP
has suffered from the impact. For example, if an Attack has caused 8
Damage Points, the target miniature would not only lose 8 LP, but it
would also move 8 Inches. Attacks that use a line to show its trajectory,
like Charges or Ranged Attacks, always move the defender in the
direction of this line. If it’s a Hand-to-hand Attack, then the Character
can choose the direction of movement.
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Crashes

A miniature thrown headlong through the air by a Throw may run
into many different things midflight. Depending on the kind of scenery
features the Character runs into in the air, the Character will suffer
varying consequences, as explained in the following. Remember that
Armor doesn’t reduce damage caused to characters by crashes.
•Minor Obstacles: They don’t reduce the miniature’s movement.
A Character suffers a point of automatic Damage for each one it hits
while in the air.
•Forests: The miniature’s movement is reduced by 2 Inches. The
Character suffers 2 points of automatic Damage when thrown through
a forest, and is stunned, so it isn’t able to be activated that turn (if it
hasn’t yet).
•Walls and other similar solid surfaces: The miniature’s
movement is reduced by 4 Inches and suffers 3 points of damage at
the moment the Character hits the solid surface. For example, if the
miniature hits a stone wall when 1 Inch is left to move, it stops moving
and loses 3 Life points automatically. If it still has 6 Inches left to move
at the moment of impact, it would continue to move 2 Inches more
and would still lose 3 Life points. As in the case of a forest zone, the
Character is stunned and cannot act.

•Impassable surfaces: These stop the miniature’s movement
completely. The Character suffers 5 damage points and is left stunned.
•The Edge of the Playing Table: This stops the miniature’s
movement completely. The Character doesn’t lose Life points, but is
stunned and can’t act during the turn.
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If instead of running into a scenery feature, the thrown Character’s
trajectory runs through the Base of another miniature (whether friend or
enemy), it may involuntarily be run over by its body. When this happens,
the unit that would be run over can choose not to move that turn to
automatically avoid the Character and suffer no consequences. If it chooses
not to or cannot (it has already moved, for example), the controlling player
must roll D10; on a result of 6+ the Character avoids being run over (8+ if the
miniature thrown through the air has a larger Base than the hit miniature).
Both the run over miniature and the thrown miniature lose one
Life Point from the blow. Also, the hit Character is moved in the same
direction as the miniature that hit it by the same number of inches. If the
run over miniature has a larger Base, both miniatures are only moved
half the distance.
Intangible miniatures don’t suffer Damage for crashes nor do they
run over other characters.

Ranged Attacks with Area Effects

Certain special Ranged Attacks allow Characters to affect multiple
enemies. Generally, these Attacks target a specific enemy unit and
success in hitting this target is necessary to produce the explosion that
affects the rest. If a Character designated as primary target successfully
defends itself from the attack (that is, stops it from hitting in some way),
the attack has been stopped or deflected before it hits.
When a Ranged Attack with Area Effect is declared against a target,
the target must declare whether or not it will dodge. Only if the Attack
is successful is it necessary to measure the area and determine how
many miniatures are affected. Then, all characters inside the affected
area must state if they will Dodge or not, knowing already the final
result of the Attack.
Although it’s possible for a miniature in the trajectory of the shot
to Intercept the Attack, the Area Effects can’t be intercepted once it has
hit the target.

Damage Accumulation Creatures

There are Characters and creatures that, because of their size and
nature, are unable to defend themselves from attacks in a conventional
way. In contrast, they use their vast damage resistance to support impacts
that would devastate other units. These units are called Accumulation
units, and, unlike other characters, they can’t use Action Points to
Dodge attacks or Counterattack. They always defend using their basic
Defense attribute. An accumulation miniature never loses its actions due
to damage caused by a Fall or Crash.

STEALTH AND
HIDDEN UNITS
Some characters are masters at hiding themselves and moving in
the shadows. This is represented in the game by the ability Stealth. This
is a Subterfuge Special Ability that gives the State of Hidden, by which
a Character can’t be the target of Hand-to-Hand or Ranged Attacks,
or other harmful effects. Enemy units are considered to be unaware of
its presence, and therefore unable to act against it. A rival can’t declare
attacks or use Special Abilities against a Character while it is Hidden.
Area attacks do affect a Hidden unit, but only through indirect impacts
from attacks or abilities targeting other miniatures close by. A Character
cannot activate the ability Stealth if it is within an enemy unit’s Zone of
Control.
The ability Stealth has Upkeep, which means a Character can stay
hidden during future turns and continue its benefits. Only when a
Hidden unit makes an Attack or other Offensive Action does it become
visible and lose the benefits of this State. This is not applied to Special
Abilities that only cause Effects, like Takanosuke’s Void Eye.
Hidden characters don’t affect Line of Sight, nor are they in the way
when making movements or a charge through their position. Nothing
stops them from intercepting a Ranged Attack or Charge, but they
lose the condition of Hidden if they do so, as when they use any kind
of attack. While a Character is Hidden, it cannot engage enemies in
combat, so its enemies are free to move with no need to use an Escape
Action in combat.
Hidden units can be detected with the Seek ability, as described in
Basic Abilities.

INNATE ABILITIES
AND POWERS
Many units have Innate Abilities, that is, natural powers that work
automatically without spending actions to activate them. Most of the
time, these are unique abilities, described on the Character Card.
Nevertheless, there are certain abilities that many units have, like Flight,
Advanced Deployment, or Critical Mastery. This section describes the
most common Innate Abilities a Character may have.
•Ranged Attack: If a Character has this ability, it means that it is
armed with a weapon that allows it to attack from a distance or is able
to project supernatural discharges without resorting to special abilities. A
unit with Ranged Attack can use Attack actions against both enemies it’s
engaged in Hand-to-Hand Combat with and against enemies that are at
a distance. The range of the Attack is always specified in the description
of the Character’s abilities. Units with this ability cannot make a distance
attack while they are engaged in Hand-to-Hand Combat with an enemy.
•Advanced Deployment: This logistical ability of a Character
allows it to strike ahead of its companions in a battlefield, and thus be
deployed in a more advanced position than the rest of the party. A unit
with the Advanced Deployment rule can be placed up to 16 Inches in
front of its Deployment Zone at the start of play, as explained in the
Deployment section.
•Infiltration: The Character has the ability to infiltrate in the
battlefield and reach an advantageous position for the upcoming
combat. Thanks to this, the unit can use Infiltration rules as explained in
the Deployment section).
•Initiative: This means that a Character is able to respond to an
unexpected situation at great speed when an Initiative Check is made.
Characters with this ability add +1 to the result. This ability stacks, so that
a party with several characters with Initiative add +1 for each Character
with the ability. The Initiative bonus also applies during Deployment.
Therefore, players can add +1 to the die roll to decide who places units
first for each Character with Initiative.

•Immunity: A Character with Immunity is naturally resistant to the
effects of certain negative states. For example, a unit immune to Doom
can’t have Doom counters placed on it and ignores their effects. In each
case, the states which do not affect the unit are clearly listed.
•Intangible: An intangible unit is an inmaterial form able to freely pass
through physical bodies. First, a Character with this power can move through
Terrain without reducing its movement due to scenery, and can cross
Impassable Terrain without any difficulty, although the Character cannot stay
inside of them to avoid making a target of itself. For example, an Intangible
miniature cannot stay inside a statue arguing that it can’t be hit there. This
ability doesn’t allow a Character to move through other characters, whether
friend or enemy. Second, being immaterial, the Character is immune to
most conventional attacks. So, it ignores most damage or harm that isn’t
caused by a Magical or Ki Attack or Special Effect. Enemies of a higher level
than the intangible Character ignore this rule, since their greater presence
will allow them to affect the Character. Finally, an intangible unit can try an
automatically escape from any combat without spending Action points. This
capability doesn’t apply if their adversary is also Intangible.
•Critical Mastery: This Character has the Special Ability to
overcome its rival’s Defense. A unit with Critical Mastery receives a
Critical Hit on a result of 9 or 10 on any of its attacks.
•Open Movement: A Character with Open Movement is either a
skilful explorer or has supernatural abilities that allow it to walk on any
surface. A unit with this ability can ignore penalties for Abrupt Terrain,
although it can’t move through impassable scenery features.
•Flight: Characters with this ability are naturally able to move through
the air, soaring over the battlefield. This allows them to move above
any obstacle or scenery feature without any reduction in movement.
It can also move freely through impassable features and through other
characters, although it can’t end its turn above one. This ability allows
it to Charge enemy units without being intercepted by any enemy unit,
except for enemy units that also have the ability to fly.

SPECIAL DEPLOYMENTS
Advanced Deployment

Advanced Deployment is a Special Ability that allows a Character to
be placed in the play area up to a maximum distance of 16 Inches from
its party’s Deployment Zone. Advanced Deployment allows the unit to
be placed in any position, including Abrupt Terrain or Elevations. If both
sides have units with this ability, they cannot place Characters closer
than 4 Inches from an enemy unit.

Infiltration

Infiltration is one of the most useful and strategic stealth abilities
a Character can have. This allows the Character to infiltrate into the
Scenario and hide in an advantageous position. Characters with
Infiltration benefit from certain special Deployment rules.

Deployment and Infiltration Markers

When a player deploys a miniature with this ability, instead of
deploying it directly on the table, the player can choose for it to infiltrate
the Scenario. If so, the player places three markers (small size base type),
which will be called Infiltration Markers, on the play area, to represent the
possible places where the miniature may be hidden. None of the markers
can be closer than 6 Inches to each other or to the other side’s Deployment
Zone. A party may have more than one unit with this Advantage. If so,
you don’t need to place three Infiltration Markers for each Character,
you only need to add an additional Marker for each additional unit. This
means that a party with two miniatures capable of Infiltration will have 4
possible starting points, a party with three, five starting possible points,
and so on. The additional Markers are placed during the Deployment Turn
when it’s time to place the miniatures with Infiltration. So, if you have two
Characters that you want to infiltrate, first you place 3 markers when it’s
time to place the first of them, and when it’s time to place the second, you
place another Marker. No matter how many characters have Infiltration,
no more than half a party can start the game infiltrated.

Revealing an infiltrated unit

Starting on the second Turn of play, during the Recovery Phase
(but always before the Initiative roll), a player may declare to reveal a
Character. If so, the player substitutes one of the Infiltration Markers with
the unit. Remember that nobody has to declare where a Character is really
“hidden” at the beginning; all of the Markers are really possible places for
the miniature to be. A player with more than one infiltrated Character
can choose to reveal them all at once or on different Turns. When no
more miniatures are infiltrated, remove the remaining Markers.
If there is a miniature in contact with or on top of an Infiltration
Marker when the Character is to be revealed, the Character can be
moved up to 2 Inches. This movement cannot be used to enter in
contact with an enemy unit.
A revealed Character starts the turn as if it were its Deployment,
that is, with a number of Actions equal to its Recovery plus one. It can
also start with an Upkeep ability active by lowering the number of initial
actions. For example, a unit with the Special Ability Shadow Movement
can begin with one action less to appear in a Hidden State.
If a Character has still not been revealed when the game ends, it
counts as a loss when Victory Points are calculated.

Detecting Infiltrated Units

An enemy player can try to discover if an Infiltration Marker is or
not the true position of an Infiltrated unit. To do so, any Character
can use a Locate Action and, if successful, the player that controls the
infiltrated unit must declare if that is the Character’s real location. If
not, the Marker is removed from the table, and it is no longer a possible
starting point for Infiltrated units.
If the number of infiltrated Characters is the same as the number of
Infiltration Markers left on the table, the controlling player no longer has
the option of declaring that this isn’t a possible starting point. There are
simply no more places to place units after this. For example, if there are
two Infiltrated Characters and only two Infiltration Markers left, when
one enemy uses Locate successfully on one of them, the player must
place one of the two Characters there, as there are no more points
where it can appear.
When a miniature is discovered, it is placed on the table of play
with as many Actions as its Recovery (NOT its Recovery plus one). Also,
it is considered to have already moved in the turn, so it can’t Move or
Charge until the next Turn.

Special Abilities when infiltrated

Also, many scenarios add special rules for Victory Points. In these
cases, players must follow the indications specified in each case, or agree
upon their own system for scoring.

Leaders

Given the special importance of Leaders in a party, a player receives
a special bonus of Victory Points when able to wound or defeat opposing
Leaders. So, whenever a Leader category Character on the other side
falls in combat, the player receives 20 additional Victory Points. If its Life
points are lowered to half or less, it is worth 10 additional Points.

Advantage Cards

Advantage Cards aren’t added to the using Character’s level when
calculating Victory Points. For example, a 40 Level Character with a
Supernatural Weapon (Level+10) is worth 40 Victory Points to the
player that destroys it.

Interpreting the results

Once both players have their point totals, you need to interpret the
results. For this, the player with the higher Victory Point total subtracts
the other player’s total and looks up the difference on the following
table. For example, if a player has received 40 points more than their
rival they’re achieved a partial victory, but if they have 170 that means
they’ve reached Annihilation.
• Up to 25 Points; Tie
If the point difference between the two is not larger than 25, the result
is a tie. This means that neither of the players has been able to impose
itself on its rival enough to have won a victory.
• 30 to 50 Points; Partial Victory
The winner has managed a slight superiority over the antagonist, so
it can be considered the winner. Nevertheless, the result isn’t clear
enough to be considered a complete victory.
• 55 to 150 Points; Clear Victory
The winner has clearly dominated the adversary, and has achieved a
decisive victory that leaves no doubt about the result.
• 155+ Points; Annihilation
More than a decisive victory, when one of the players receives 155 points
or more over the adversary, it means he has managed to completely
wipe his forces off the table and has won the game decisively. The other
side has been completely annihilated in more than once sense.

While a Character is not placed in the game area (that is, while it’s
just a set of Infiltration Markers), it can’t take advantage of any special
group rule nor does it provide benefits. For example, a Character
with the Initiative special rule doesn’t add +1 to Initiative rolls until it
is revealed.

VICTORY POINTS
At the end of the game, the players must determine the result and
proclame the victor. The Victory Points won by each side depends on
the level of the enemy units that have been hurt or destroyed. Each
Character is worth an amount of Victory Points equal to its level if it has
been removed from the game, whether by reducing its LP to zero or by
a special ability. Thus, defeating a 50 Level Character is worth 50 Victory
Points. Units that aren’t eliminated but whose LP have been reduced
to half or less the total, provide Victory Points equal to half their level
rounded up to a multiple of 5. For example, a 45 Level Character with
12 starting LP that ends the game with 6 or less LP is worth 25 Victory
Points to the other player. The sum of these amounts at the end of the
game yields each player’s final score.
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A party of 10 Characters can never start with more than 5
infiltrated, no matter how many have the ability.

